


Vested with the mission of "provide the comprehensive high quality products and thoughtful customer service", 
Granville upholds its core values of "Thoughtcast, Innovation, and Progressive". 
With its relentless pursuit of the corporate culture of "Discipline, Treats people the enthusiasm, Diversity, Teamwork", 
the company is committed to becoming a trustworthy integrated service provider worldwide.

Vision
Driving connections, Delivering trusts.
Continue to innovate through resource integration and business diversification to maintain uniqueness in the market.Continue to innovate through resource integration and business diversification to maintain uniqueness in the market.

Mission
Actively seek opportunities, use our expertise and talent development strategies,
provide comprehensive quality products and thoughtful customer service.

Our Values
Behavior-based, service oriented, focused on results, and committed to continuous improvement.

We continue to provide reliable quality products, actively innovate, improve the process to pursue efficiency and effect.
GGranville is committed to providing its clients with:
>World class product quality
>A wide range of products
>Fast delivery, service, and shipment all over the world
>Competitive performance-price ratio
>Customized solutions
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Granville is a diversified company founded in London, UK in 2008. Its brand GIL has been present with its products 
on the global market for decades. In order to adapt to the international market situation and enterprise development needs, 
since 2012, the company has gradually oriented to foreign markets through resource integration, 
operating in the industry clusters: 
Industrial components, Automotive aftermarket accessories, Machine tools & Mechatronics.

Rolling Bearings and Mechatronics Components

COMPANY
PROFILE

Failure Mode
&

Effect Analysis

Production Part
Approval Process

Measurement System
Analysis

Statistical Process 
Control

Advanced Product 
Quality Planning

Strict implementation of process inspection, a total of 54 manufacturing processes, 
20 inspection processes. We try our best to avoid defective products and delivery qualified 
products to customers, and strictly follow the following 5 quality management processes: 

Detection is the last resort, Prevention is the core of Granville quality control

Granville pursues perfection in the product itself and 
meticulously selects materials from Japan, Korea, 
Sweden and Germany.

Heat treatment process: High-carbon quenching process and oil tempered
Grinding method: Super grinding over times
Service life: 40% increase from the original base

Tested a variety of bearing steel grades from 
five countries and conducted numerous tests 
to compare the impact resistance, abrasion 
resistance, corrosion resistance and temperature 
resistance of the materials, and has come up with 
its own set of material application solutions 
for different industries.for different industries.

Excellent Materials

Quality Management

GIL
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Granville

Oil supply 30s steel ball and ceramic ball heating up
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Fuel supply time

Ceramic ball

Steel balls



Boundary dimensions per DIN, 
ISO and ABMA

Outer 
diameter

www.gilbearing.com

0605

GIL

Bore 
diameter

Series:

ISO series:

Granville Industrial

GIL spindle ball bearings: Bore diameter / Outer diameter

GIL

Product features

Ring material 

Cage

Ball material

Compound ball bearing 

Standard series

Bore diameter 5 - 120mm

Contact angle 15° - 25° 

Withstand large axial and radial loads

Large number of balls than with than deep groove ball bearings

Great rigidity and load capacity

Full range and sizes are available as hybrid bearings

All GIL ball bearings are available with greased

All GIL bearing bore sizes are available with various diameters

Forces transmied from one raceway to the other under this 
pressure angle



Assured performance efficiency and service life

Respect to speed, load capacity and service life

Inner and Outer ring

TA- and  TXP / TXM cages in comparison

TA TA

Material

Material

Permissible operating temperature 

Cage guidance
 

Manufacture

 
Application 

 

Characteristics 

 

Material Advantages:

Permissible operating temperature 

Cage guidance

Fabrication

Application

Characteristics 

Permissible operating temperature 

Hardness

Characteristics

Uses high-quality materials and processing techniques to manufacture all components of its high precision spindle 
ball bearings. The highest standards of quality assure the best possible performance efficiency and oponal service 
life for GIL products.

Chrome steel Gcr15 (100 Cr6)
Material code, SAE 52100, SUJ2
Special steels on request 

Parally crystalline high performance plasc PEEK 
(polyetheretherketone), carbon fiber reinforced

on outer ring, ball retaining

injecon molded

for S, SM series 
opmized for grease lubricaon

low fricon coefficient, for oil and grease lubricaon

Other cage materials, types, special treatments
 (e.g. TB, brass) are available on request. 

operang temperature service life

Laminated phenolic resin 
Phenolic resin with fine mesh coon webbing

· High resistance to wear
· Outstanding emergency operang characteriscs 
  due to favorable sliding properes and reduced abrasion
· Reduced operang temperature 
  due to lower fricon and more favorable tribology
· Constant grease lubricaon due to the formaon of grease 
  reservoirs in provided cage pockets   reservoirs in provided cage pockets 
· Long service life
· Increased cost effecveness

on outer ring

machining

for high speed S, SM, KH series 
general purpose

low fricon coefficient, for oil and grease lubricaon

High treated for connuous operang temperatures up to 150 °C

60 to 64 HRC, fully hardened; corresponds to 700-800 HV30 

High purity and homogeneity, vacuum degassed

T / TA type 

TXP / TXM cage

GIL www.gilbearing.com
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C
eram

ic
Bearing steel

Balls (hybrid ball bearings)

Material

Permissible operating temperature
Longer service life

Higher speedsHardness

Characteristics 

Material

Material characteristics

Bearing steel (chrome steel) Gcr 15 
100 Cr6, SAE 52100, SUJ2 
Special steels on request

Heat treated for continuous operating temperatures  up to 150°C

Because of their material characteristics, hybrid bearings are able to attain more 
than twice the service life of steel bearings. Machine operation time is significantly 
increased.

Bore/roll ratio

Radial rigidity [N/µm]

n    dm     factor [106  mm/min]

n    dm     factor [106  mm/min]

Due to their tribological characteristics and lower mass forces,  speeds can be 
increased as much as 30% in comparison with steel balls.

Low-cost lubrication

Greater rigidity

Improved machining accuracy 

Application examples

Characteristics of ceramics (silicon nitride) Si3N4 
and bearing steel (chrome steel) Gcr 15

The maximum speed for grease and oil lubrication is increased. Therefore grease 
lubrication can frequently be use instead of cost-intensive oil lubrication.

The characteristics of the materials improve both radial and axial rigidity. The 
advantages here are increased accuracy and a shift of critical resonance.

Greater bearing rigidity, reduced thermal expansion and lower vibration excitation 
make it possible to achieve maximum process-ing accuracy.

> Machine tool spindles
> Fast running machine bearing journals
> Lifetime optimized precision bearings

Characteristics
at room temperature 

Ceramic
Si3N4

Density Elasticity 
modulus

Expansion 
coefficient

Hardness 
HV10

Temperature
usage range

Bearing steel
Gcr15

Density

Expansion coefficien

Elasticity modulus

Poisson’s ratio

Vickers hardness

Tensile strength

Fracture toughness

Thermal conductivity

Specific electrical resistance

61 to 66 HRC, fully hardened; corresponds to 700–800 HV30

High purity and homogeneity, vacuum-degassed

Compound ball bearings, same called as Hybrid ball bearings are characterized by a combination of materials;  chrome bearing steel (inner and outer rings) and 
ceramic (balls). The material-based characteristics of ceramic balls (in comparison to bearings with steel balls) offer clear performance improvements, especially 
under critical conditions in machine operation. 

Ceramic (silicon nitride Si3N4)

Low chemical affinity to Gcr 15

Low friction 
coefficient

Low heat 
conductivity

Corrosion 
resistance

Non 
magnetic

Electrically 
insulating

Standard balls material

Hybrid ball bearings

GIL www.gilbearing.com
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GIL
HIGH PRECISION ANGULAR 
CONTACT BALL BEARING
BEARING DATA

 Example

 GIL

Structure

Series 

Dimension series 

Bore size 

Contact angle
Ball material

Precision grade

Matching method

Preload

Cage

'- : High speed; B: Improved high speed; H: Super-high speed series

7: Single row angular contact ball bearing

0: 10 series; .18 .19 series; 2: 02 series

0-10mm for bore below 3mm; 01: 12mm; 02: 15mm; 03: 17mm; Bore dia. above 04 = bore dia.number x5mm    

C: 15゚ ; AC: 25゚

T: Laminated phenolic resin cage with guidance on outer ring; TN: Nylon cage with guidance on ball retaining; M: Brass cage

No marks: Open type; 2RZ: Non-contact NBR seals; 2RS: Contact NBR seals

No marks: Steel ball (Gcr15); HQ1: Ceramic (Si3N4); HV: Stainless steel (9Cr18)

P2: Tolerance P2 corresponds to ISO 2 grade; P4: Tolerance P4 corresponds to ISO4; P5: Tolerance P5 corresponds 
to ISO5; P4S: Tolerance ISO4 grade, rotang precision ISO 2 grade

Bore dia. 6-150mm

Key dimensions

Basic Load Rang

Limit speed 

Ceramic ball limit speed

Preload

13 14

G: Single row universal matching; DU: Double row universal matching; DB: Back to back matching (pair); DF: Face to face
 pair matching; DT: Parataxis pair matching  

A: Light preload; B: Medium preload; C: Heavy preload; CA: Light preload clearance; CB: Medium preload clearance; 
CC: Heavy preload clearance

Structure

Series

Dimension series

Bore diameter
Contact angle

Cage

Seal type

Ball material

Precision grade

Matching method

Preload      A

Seal type



718 Series （Standard） Bore diameter 10-150 mm
Contact angle 

www.gilbearing.com

ITEM Key dimensions (mm)

 Oil  Grease  Oil  Grease

Basic load rating (KN) Limit speed (r/min) Ceramic ball limit speed (r/min) Preload (N)

Light(A) Medium(B)Heavy(C)

GIL

ITEM Key dimensions (mm)

 Oil  Grease  Oil  Grease

Basic load rating (KN) Limit speed (r/min) Ceramic ball limit speed (r/min) Preload (N)

Light(A) Medium(B)Heavy(C)

15 16



719 Series （Standard） Bore diameter 10-150 mm

17 18

Contact angle 

www.gilbearing.com

ITEM Key dimensions (mm)

 Oil  Grease  Oil  Grease

Basic load rating (KN) Limit speed (r/min) Ceramic ball limit speed (r/min) Preload (N)

Light(A) Medium(B)Heavy(C)

GIL

ITEM Key dimensions (mm)

 Oil  Grease  Oil  Grease

Basic load rating (KN) Limit speed (r/min) Ceramic ball limit speed (r/min) Preload (N)

Light(A) Medium(B)Heavy(C)
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70Series （Standard） Bore diameter6-150mm
Contact angle 

www.gilbearing.com

ITEM Key dimensions (mm)

 Oil  Grease  Oil  Grease

Basic load rating (KN) Limit speed (r/min) Ceramic ball limit speed (r/min) Preload (N)

Light(A) Medium(B)Heavy(C)

GIL

ITEM Key dimensions (mm)

 Oil  Grease  Oil  Grease

Basic load rating (KN) Limit speed (r/min) Ceramic ball limit speed (r/min) Preload (N)

Light(A) Medium(B)Heavy(C)
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72 Series （Standard） Bore diameter 10-130 mm
Contact angle 

www.gilbearing.com

ITEM Key dimensions (mm)

 Oil  Grease  Oil  Grease

Basic load rating (KN) Limit speed (r/min) Ceramic ball limit speed (r/min) Preload (N)

Light(A) Medium(B)Heavy(C)

GIL

ITEM Key dimensions (mm)

 Oil  Grease  Oil  Grease

Basic load rating (KN) Limit speed (r/min) Ceramic ball limit speed (r/min) Preload (N)

Light(A) Medium(B)Heavy(C)



  Single

ITEM ITEMKey dimensions (mm) Key dimensions (mm)Limit speed (r/min)  Preload Load rating (KN) Speed (r/m)

 Cr  Cor  Grease  Oil

23 24

  Application

H70 Series BNRSeries （Standard）

www.gilbearing.comGIL



76: Angular contact thrust ball bearing with contact angle 60゚

'02: Width series 0, diameter 2 series; 03: Width series 0, diameter 3 series

'025: Bore diameter 25mm

No marks: Open type; 2RZ: Non-contact NBR seals; 2RS: Contact NBR seals

TN: Nylon cage with guidance on ball retaining

P2: Tolerance P2 corresponds to ISO 2 grade; P4: Tolerance P4 corresponds to ISO4; P5: Tolerance P5 corresponds to ISO5;

Series Preload

Matching method

Precision grade

Cage

Dimension series

Bore size

Seal type

B70 Series Ball Screw Support Bearings

 Designation

 （ Improved: Oil Lubrication） Bore diameter 10 - 60 mm

ITEM Key dimensions (mm) Basic load rating (KN) Limit speed (r/min) Preload (N)

Light(A) Oil Grease Medium(B)Heavy(C)

Contact angle 

www.gilbearing.com

G: Single row universal matching; DU: Double row universal matching; DB: Back to back matching (pair); 
DF: Face to face pair matching; DT: Parataxis pair matching  

P2: Tolerance P2 corresponds to ISO 2 grade; P4: Tolerance P4 corresponds to ISO4; P5: Tolerance P5 
corresponds to ISO5;

GIL

A: Light preload; B: Medium preload; C: Heavy preload; 

Remarks

Series

Bore diameter

Seal type

Cage

Precision grade

Matching method

Preload

25 26

Dimension series



ITEM Exchangeable code Key dimensions (mm) Basic load rating (KN)
Seal type

27 28

Greased limit 
speed (r/min)

Ball Screw Support Bearings (BSB Series) Bore diameter15-100mm
Contact angle 

BSB: Angle contact 60。 angular contact thrust ball bearing specially used for ball screws

025: Inner ring diameter 25 mm 

062: Outer ring diameter 62 mm

No marks: Open type; 2RZ: Non-contact NBR seals; 2RS: Contact NBR seals

TN: Nylon cage with guidance on ball retaining

Series

Dimension series

Bore diameter
Seal type

Cage

Series

Precision grade

Matching method

P2: Tolerance P2 corresponds to ISO 2 grade; P4: Tolerance P4 corresponds to ISO4; P5: Tolerance P5 
corresponds to ISO5;

G: Single row universal matching; DU: Double row universal matching; DB: Back to back matching (pair); 
DF: Face to face pair matching; DT: Parataxis pair matching  

A: Light preload; B: Medium preload; C: Heavy preload; Preload

Preload

Matching method

Precision grade

Cage

Dimension series 

Bore size

Seal type

Contact angle 
Bore diameter 12 - 100 mm

ITEM Exchangeable code Key dimensions (mm) Basic load rating (KN)
Greased limit 
speed (r/min)

 Designation

Seal type

760 Series

GIL

BSB
025
062
2RZ
TN

P4

DB

Remarks

www.gilbearing.com



GIL
HIGH PRECISION DEEP 
GROOVE BALL BEARING
BEARING 

Deep groove ball bearing

Ring and ball materials

Compound ball bearing

Cage material

Clearance

3029

GIL www.gilbearing.com



Ceram
ic

Chrom
e steel

31 32

Bearing steel (chrome steel) Gcr15
Material no. 100Cr6, SAE 52100, SUJ2 
Special steels on request

BHeat treated for connuous operang temperatures  up to 150°C

60 to 64 HRC, fully hardened; corresponds to 700–800 HV30

High purity and homogeneity, vacuum-degassed

GIL deep groove ball bearing components are manufactured exclusively from high-quality materials and processing techniques.         
The highest standards of quality assure the best possible performance efficiency and opmal service life.

Compound (Hybrid) ball bearings are characterized by a combinaon of materials;  bearing steel (inner and outer rings) and 
ceramic (balls).  The material-based characteriscs of ceramic balls (in comparison to bearings with steel balls) offer clear 
performance improvements, especially under intense operaonal condions in machine ulizaon. 

Ceramic (silicon nitride Si3N4)

Density Elascity 
modulus

Expansion 
coefficient 

Hardness
HV10

Temperature 
usage range

Low chemical affinity to Gcr15

Low fricon 
coefficient

 Non 
magnec

 Electrically 
insulang

Low heat 
conducvity

Corrosion 
resistance

Reference speed coefficient: 0.6 · 106mm/min (steel cage)

GIL

Series

  Rings and balls (standard material)

  Balls (hybrid ball bearings) 

Z series

R Sseries

RZ series 2RZ series

2RS series

ZZ series

Material

Permissible operating temperature

Hardness

Characteristics 

Material

Material characteristics

www.gilbearing.com



  Deep groove ball bearings: Radial clearance (per DIN 620/Part 4)

Steel cage
Axial  clearance Radial clearance

Material

Material

Permissible operating temperature 

Manufacture

Material

Material

Permissible operating temperature 

Manufacture

Permissible operating temperature 

Manufacture Manufacture

TN nylon cage

TU cage TA, TB Bakelite cage

MATERIAL
CAGE

GIL

GIL high precision deep groove ball bearings are basically fit with a steel cage (J cage). 
Depending on specific requirements (e.g. high speeds), cages made of other materials are available.

Sheet steel

TW241F6 Laminated phenolic resin

Bore diameter Radial clearance

over

Without a clearance specificaon are refer to CN specificaon (standard clearance).

33 34

min max min max min max min max
including

two piece, riveted

120°C 120°C

single piece, crown cage

Polyamide (fiberglass reinforced)

Permissible operating temperature
140°C

single piece, crown cage

220°C

two piece, tab-clamped or riveted

GIL deep groove ball bearing components are manufactured exclusively from high-quality materials and processing techniques.         
The highest standards of quality assure the best possible performance efficiency and opmal service life.                 

le and right displacement of the outer 
ring relave to the fixed inner ring

ldisplacement of the outer ring up and 
down relave to the fixed inner ring

www.gilbearing.com



GIL
HIGH PRECISION DEEP
GROOVE BALL BEARING
BEARING DATA

35 36

Bore diameter 5 - 120 mm

Boundary size

Abutment

Weight

Load rang

Speed value

0

ZZ
TUN
C3

P6

ZV2

High Precision Deep Groove Ball Bearing

 Designation

Series Vibraon and noise

Precision grade

Clearance

Series

Dimension series

Bore diameter

Shield/Seal type
Cage

Clearance

Precision grade

Vibraon and noise

Deep groove ball bearing

'0: 10 series, 2: 02 series; 18: 18 series; 19: 19 series

'Below 03: 00-10mm; 01: 12mm; 02: 15mm; 03: 17mm; above04: i.d.= bore dia.x5 (mm)

No marks: Open type; ZZ: shields on both sides; 2RS: Contact NBR seals on both sides;

No marks: Revited cage; TN: Nylon cage; TUN: Silent nylon cageh sides;

C0, C2, C3, C4

No marks: tolerance P0 grade;  P6: tolerance Class 6, ABEC-3; P5: Class 5, ABEC-5; P4: Class 4 corresponds
to ABEC 7 per ABMA standards

Z2, Z3, Z4, V2, V3, V4

Dimension series

Bore size

Contact angle

Cage

GIL www.gilbearing.com



max
min.
max

37 38

Bore diameter
Outer diameter
Width of single bearing

Pitch circle diameter
Ball diameter
Number of balls

Outer diameter of inner ring
Inner diameter of outer ring
Chamfer (min)

Bearing weight

Speed with grease lubricaon and sheet steel cage

Undercut of associated component
Abutment diameter inner ring
Abutment diameter outer ring

Dynamic load rang
Stac load rang, steel balls
Stac load rang, Si N  balls3 4

Bearing dataBore diameter 9 - 10 mm

Boundary dimensions  Dimensions

 Abutment dimensions
 Basic load rating

             Balls

             Boundary dimensions                     Balls                      Dimensions                      Abutment dimensions                      Weight                      Load rating                      Speed value
             Designation             Designation

GIL www.gilbearing.com
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             Boundary dimensions              Balls              Dimensions              Abutment dimensions              Weight              Load rating              Speed value

Bearing data Bore diameter 12 - 20 mm

             Designation              Designation

GIL www.gilbearing.com



             Boundary dimensions              Balls              Dimensions              Abutment dimensions              Weight              Load rating              Speed value

Bearing dataBore diameter 25- 40mm

             Designation              Designation

GIL www.gilbearing.com
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43 44

             Boundary dimensions              Balls              Dimensions              Abutment dimensions              Weight              Load rating              Speed value

             Designation              Designation

Bearing dataBore diameter 65- 80mm

GIL www.gilbearing.com
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             Boundary dimensions              Balls              Dimensions              Abutment dimensions              Weight              Load rating              Speed value

             Designation              Designation

Bearing data Bore diameter 85 - 100 mm

GIL www.gilbearing.com



Bearing data Bore diameter 45- 60mm

             Boundary dimensions              Balls              Dimensions              Abutment dimensions              Weight              Load rating              Speed value

             Designation              Designation

GIL www.gilbearing.com
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GIL high precision bearings provide intelligent bearing soluonsfor the best performance of machine components. 
With comprehensive product range, suitable precision bearings can also be selected according to specific performance requirements.

If you need help with bearing selecon, please fill in the form below and contact us freely.

Bearing Specification Selection Table

GIL high precision bearing selection

GIL www.gilbearing.com

BEARING
SELECTION

BEARING
SELECTION

Design Spindlee 
parameter

Confirm spindle 
structure

Confirm spindle 
dimensions

Bearing 
performance

  1 2 3 4 5

Mounting spindle

Spindle speed Bearing type Spindle dimensions Bearing fague life Sha precision

 Usage:  Machine type       口 Machining center  口 Machine tool  口 Grinding machine 口 Electric motor 口 Others

Site of use       口 Spindle  口 Ball screw support  口 Transmission sha

口 Standard angular contact ball bearing: 70 series, 72 series, 719 series, 718 series
口 Special angular contact ball bearing: BNR series, BAR series
口 Ball screw support bearing: TAC series, BS series, 760 series

Bore diameter.______mm, Outer dia.______mm, Width______mm, Width of the set______mm,

Speed______min/1, Radial load rating______N, Axial load rating______N,

Torque______N-mm, Loose force______N

Shaft fit______, Housing fit______, Outer diameter of the housing______mm

Shaft material____________, Housing material____________, Shaft hollow diameter______mm

Driving mode____________, Cooling____________, Preload method____________

Ring width________, Operating temperature__________, Lubrication____________

Rigidity__________N/um, Expected preload force______N, Service life______hours.

Precision______grade, Clearance______mm

口 Cylindrical roller bearing series

Direcon of spindle       口 Vercal  口 Horizontal  口 Others

口 Single  口 DT  口 DB  口 DF  口 TBT  口 TFT  口 QBC  口 Others

 Machine series

 Bearing type

 Bearing sets:
 Item number:

 Loading: Loading:

Sha/Housing:

Expecng:

Do you have any other special requirements for bearings?

Seang precision

Fit tolerance

End cap compression

Lock nut force

Preload verificaon

Clearance verificaon

Bearing rigidity

Company name:

Heang

Lubricant life

Preload

Bearing clearance

Bearing clearance

Bearing spacing

Limit speed

Spindle rigidity

Risky speed

Configuraon

Preload method

Driving mode

Lubricaon

Spindle rigidity

Spindle heang

Spindle precision

Spindle service life

Spindle reliability

When designing a new 
spindle, determine the 
overall performance 
parameters of the 
spindle before 
selecng bearings, and 
roughly determine 
ththe main performance 
requirements. Such 
as: the spindle speed 
is important or to 
sffness, in order to 
determine the choice 
of bearing.

According to the 
bearing form (ball 
bearing, cylindrical 
roller bearing), 
configuraon column 
number, driving 
method (transmission 
beltbelt, gear, motor direct 
connecon, built-in 
motor), lubricaon 
(grease lubricaon, oil 
mist lubricaon) and 
other ways.

Limit spindle speed, 
spindle cu ng, 
dangerous speed, 
select the appropriate 
size. The ulmate 
speed of bearings is 
changed according to 
ththe size, type, number 
of combinaon 
columns and different 
lubricaon modes of 
bearings.

Fully consider the 
fague life, sffness, 
heang and other 
factors of bearings, 
select the appropriate 
bearing clearance 
(preload), bearing 
clearancclearance and preload 
are directly related to 
the performance of 
bearings, improper 
selecon may cause 
early damage or burn 
of bearings and other 
problemsproblems.

Aer determining 
the structure and 
configuraon of the 
bearing, also necessary 
to consider the actual 
installaon condions, 
the accuracy of the 
sha and housing, sha and housing, 
the tolerance fit, the 
preload of the nut 
required when fixing, 
the bearing preload 
and the clearance aer 
actual installaon.

Cooling Bearing series Limit stac load Lubricaon volume



Preload

ITEM

Series

Extra light series
Bearing pairs:

Bearing sets
with 3 bearings:

Bearing sets
with 4 bearings:

51 52

Special light series

High speed special 
light series

Light series

High speed light series

Standard series

15 degree

25 degree

Universal matching

Light

Medium

Heavy

Precision

Contact angle

Arrangements

SERIES GIL DESIGNS

Interchangeable Bearing Type Bearing Arrangements

GIL www.gilbearing.com
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Cleaning the bearings and related parts Installation precautions

Procedure for filling grease after cleaning bearings

Checking dimension of associated components

Checking dimension of associated components

Appropriate storage of products assures their bearing specific performance features until installation. 

Careful preparation of the installation environment and relevant components assure unrestricted 

utilization of bearing performance characteristics. After unpacking the rust-proof oil should be wiped 

clean and cleaned.

Due to structural of the Angular contact ball bearings, a single bearing can only bear one direction of 

the load. Therefore, when installed to the shaft or bearing housin, the external load is only applied to 

the side that capable bear the load. For different bearing arrangements, the order of loading into the 

shaft is different, be sure to pay attention.

FoFor the high-speed precision spindle, to avoid the imbalance caused by nut tilt or thread clearance when 

fastening, the shaft sleeve fixing method is often used. The large interference between the shaft and the 

inner diameter of the shaft sleeve is used for axial fixing. But compared with the nut fastening method, 

easier loosen under continuous operation,  must be checked regularly.

When a wide spacer is placed between angular contact ball bearing sets, if the nut tightening force is 

too large, the inner ring spacer will be deformed, resulting in a preload greater than the set value during 

installation. Therefore, the appropriate preload should be fully considered.

> The order in which bearings are greased after being cleaned
Improper filling method of bearing grease will lead to unstable temperature rise during initial run-in 

operation. It is necessary to use the appropriate amount of filling according to the conditions of use.

> Precautions before filling
MakMake sure no residual foreign matter inside the bearing. It is suggested that bearings for high 

speed spindle should be cleaned, degreased and then re-lubrication. Other applications are also 

recommended to clean the anti-rust oil attached to the bearing.

> Grease filling volume
Angular contact ball bearings for high speed spindles - 15% ±2 of free space

Cylindrical roller bearings for high speed spindles - 10% ±2 of free space

GIL high precision ball bearings standard fill volume is 30% (tolerance ±5%) of the free space. 

A A fill volume of 20–25%  is recommended for  smooth running. Long service life is achieved with a 35% 

grease fill volume. Bearings without grease are delivered with standard conservation.

Keep the installation environment clean and free of dust and compressed air. Shaft and bearing housing 

should be cleaned, bearing and ring surface is not allowed to have scratches, burrs, burrs, etc. Check 

the size of shaft and bearing housing to ensure that it meets the tolerance of bearing inside and outside 

diameter. 

The parallelism of the spacer configured on the spindle should be controlled within 0.003mm (3μm). 

Poor parallelism of the spacer will cause the inclination of the bearing, resulting in poor accuracy, noise 

and other problems.

Match the dimensions of the bearings and associated components to one another (fits). Push or pull ball 

bearings in the axial direction precisely(do not cant). Do not transmit installation force through the balls.

Installation methods vary according to the fit of the inner and outer rings. Small bearings are widely 

installed by pressing machine. For machine tool bearings with majority inner ring rotation, the inner 

ring is mostly used for interference fit, and the cylindrical hole is generally used for hot charging, with 

temperature generally 38°C up to 45°C. The outer ring adopts the clearance match, installation easier.

BEARING MOUNTING 
AND OPERATION

GIL www.gilbearing.com



CNC Machine tool applications Turbocharger applications

Servomotor / Gears Textile machinery

Photovoltaic industry Industrial robot

Compressor / Water pumpEscalator, Fan industry

GIL high precision angular contact ball bearings available in P4, P2  grade, 
widely used for precision CNC machine spindles and ball screw support. 
Special materials, high speeds, long service life, optimized design.

According to the turbocharger requirements, specially customized ceramic 
ball bearings, improve the acceleration time, stable performance.

Based on servo motor specifications, GIL provides replacement precision 
bearings for Fanuc, Mitsubishi and other mainstream models. Low vibration 
operation, high running accuracy.

GIL precision bearings have high stability, widely used in the field of textile 
machinery, high speed, high temperature resistance, and high fatigue 
strength.

GIL bearings have a very obvious effect on the field of industrial robots, 
angular contact ball bearings, harmonic reducer bearings, flexible bearings, 
cross bearings, etc.
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GIL provide high load and high reliability special bearings for all kinds of 
compressors and water pumps. Medium speed, long life.

According to the development of single crystal and polysilicon line cutting 
equipment , the P4 grade photovoltaic special bearing, has been widely 
recognized by the market.

Long service life, low noise level, GIL precision deep groove ball bearings 
with high stability, environmental protection characteristics, widely used in 
escalator and elevator and fan industry. 

BEARING MOUNTING 
AND OPERATION
Various Applications

GIL www.gilbearing.com


